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Hot Spots In The Earth's Crust
INTRODUCTION
In the early 1960s J. Tuzo Wilson, a Canadian
earth scientist, initiated a theory that there are hot
spots in the mantle from which material rises
to the surface of the earill. Wilson suggested
that these hot spots could explain the formation
of some surface features such as the Hawaiian.
Islands. He proposed that, as a crustal plate moves
over a hot spot,4rising'molten material punches
through the plate (like a cutting torch through a
sheet of metal) producing an island.

Expanding upon this idea, some scientists
suggested that wh-r a hot spot bejgins to form\ it .
pushes up the earth's, surface like an inflating
balloon. If this bulging continues, the crust of ttpe
earth will split much like the crust of a baking
pie, usually forming three cracks about 1202
apart.

Recently J. Tuzo Wilson and Kevin Burke have
found evidence for more than 100 of these hot
spot crack patterns throughout the world. This is
an activity in which students will have an
opportunity to investigate aspects of the,force
and characteristic patterns of hot spots.

In previoustactivities you have examined some
of the evidence for the idea that theearth's great
crustal plates are moving. Such things as the
shape of the coastlines, rock type and maghetic
patterns of the ocean floor indicate, for example,
that South America and Africa are movi g
outward from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
is generally accepted
That the plates are m
But it is*not possible to d ermine if both continents are moving (in opp site directions) or if one
is stationary and the other is woving away frOm
it Are both Africa and South America moving
or is only one moving while the other remains
stationary'?

Scattered around the earth are more than 100.
volcanic areas known to earth scientists as "hot
spots '4Hot spots, anchored in deep layers of the
earth. can be used to help determine which
continents are,moving and which ones are
stationary Where are these hot spots, how do
they form. and hoPban they be recognized'?

PREREQUISITE STUDENT BACKGROUND
ConcerMs developed in thee module, Movement

1.

Of The Pacific Ocean Floor:are highly recommended for bacRground understanding before
beginning this activity. Basic graphing skills,
as well as the ability to measure angles yith
a protractor. are necessary. (If students are weak
in these skills, this activity provides excellent
pradtice.)

r

OBJECTIVES'
After you have completed these activities, you
should be able to
1. Recognize and record patterns that may exist
in familiar earth materials
2. Describe the type of force necessary".to
produce these patterns
3. Describe the type of force that would be
produced in an area located over a hot `spot
4. Identify those crustal plates that are thought
to be moving rapidly and those that are thought
to be relatively stationary
5. Tell what surface features one'would expect
to find in a hot spot area
6. Describe what changes take (lace as a hot
,
spot continues to develop
4-
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Islands. He proposed that, as a crustak plate moves
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through the plate (like a cutting torch, through a
sheet of metal) producing an island.
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of the evidence for the idea that the.earth's great
crustal plates are moving. Such things as the
shape of the coastlines, rock type and mag'netic
patterns of the ocean floor indicate, for example,
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as well as the ability to measure angles ,,with
a protractor. are necessary. (If students are weak'
in these skills, this activity provides excellent
praCtice.)

After you have completed these activities, you
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should be able to
1. Recognize and record patterns that may exist
in familiar earth materials
2. Describe the type of force necessary. to
produce these patterns
3. Describe the type of force that would be
produced in an area located over a hot'spot
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to be relatively stationary
4.
5. Tell what surface features one would expect
to find in a hot spot area
6. Describe what changes take Ilace a's a hot
spot continues to develop
,
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MATERIALS
For each group of 3:
An 'undisturbed," dried-up mud puddle
Tracing paper or clear plastic
Balloon, 7" or larger

Advance preparation is required for the "balloon"
model used in PART B. The balloon should be
stretched over a 10 oz. (soup) can. A thin layer of
"crust," about 1 mm thick, should be smoothed
over the center portion of the balloon and
allowed to dry overnight. (See Figure 4.) You
should experiment with various types of mixes,
such as'clay-rich mud, gelatin, patching compounds, etc. A compound that has good adhesion
to the ballo9n, with the right degree of flexibility
and brittleness, is required. (Be sure to wash
the balloon first to assur good adhesion.) Some
majerials are too brittle, hd upon expansion,
disintegrate through numerous fractures. Others
are so rigid that they do not yield -to the tensional
strain. One good crustal mixture is a 2:1 mixture
of flour and salt with enough water to make
a thick, pasty batter. A can should be prepared
for each group and allowed to dry for a day. When
the students are ready to begin PART B. the cans
should be placed on a warm hot plate and
removed alter the center rises approximately 2 cm.

Cap, 10 to 12 oz., one end open.;
"Crust mixture"
Rubber band
Hot plate
Map, The Physical World. National Geographic Society, Educitional Services,
Department 79, Washington. D.C. 20036.

Protractorone for each student
If the activity cannot be done outdoors, sections
of mud cracks can be brought inside or a "pie pan
puddle- can be made by pouring a mud slurry
into a pie pan or pans. or a cafeteria tray. and
allowed to dry overnight in a warm, dry area.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION.
Most volcanic areas are located along mid-ocean
ridges or active subduction zones. Some volcanic
arairs. however. are located in the centers of
crustal plates. Wilson, Burke and others have
referred to these areas as "hot spots" arks have
suggested that these volcanoes could be the
result of relatively stable zones of hot rising
material that originate in the mantle. Crustal
plates that are moving relatively rapidly appear to
have little or no hot spot development. More
stable crustal plates have larger concentrations
of visible surface features of hot spots. Radioactive decay has been hypothesized as a source of
the heat. Convection of hot material in the mantle
has been suggested as the force which moves
the crustal plates.

There is evidence that if convection does occur,
it takes place only in that part of the mantle comprising the comparatively plastic asthenosphere.
Aped upon small-scale experiments with clay
and putty-like material, it has been shown
that convection does not take place in long
continuous lines such as mid-ocean ridges. What
typically happens is that the rising, less dense
material pokes its way up In bloblike columns.

Since the earth scientist is notable to duplicate
in the laboratory the high pressures that exist
in the mantle, it is impossible to conduct an

accurate experiment to determine What form
Convection might take in the mantle. As naturalists, earth scientists have to turn to the earth
itself to see if it offers any hints about hot spot
characteristics.

(

'

In areas where cpntmental crust is being domed
upward, there is evidence for tensional forces
acting primarily in the horizontal plane. 51-heseforces eventually rupture the crust, forming
three vertical fractures that radiate out from a
center or centers, ideally forming three 120='
angles. As the dome continues to grow. two of the
cracks will continue to develop while the third
becomes less active; it is said to be the "failed
arm" of the juncture. Over 100 of these hot spot
areas have been identified, One of they best
examples is in the Middle East. With the Arabian
Peninsula to the north and east Africa to the
south, tfle Red Sea and Gulf of Aden form two of
the arms, with the Afriban Rift Valley as the
third or failed sem of the juncture. These three
features lie approximately 124' apart from each
other. In additi9n to providing a reference
standard by which actual plate motion can be
measured, the study of hot spots in recent years'
has provided valuable insight into the geological
formation of many areas all over the world.

a

SUGGESTED APPROACH
Students shOuld work in groups of two or three
while they are accumulating data. However,
graphing, data interpretation and answering
questions should be done individually sb that each
student can discover the basic patterns and
concepts:

PROCEDURE
PART A What patterns can you see in cracked

mud'
.

.

.

the classroom.

\.

P,

Be careful not to tell the students what is
happening in PART B, or how the balloon Model
relates to the interpreted "real &orld" situation.
It is important that students be allowed to make
their own inferences. Appropriateness and
limitations of the model can be discussed at the
end of PART 8. The map, The Physical World, if
not available for each group, can be posted in

Students record and determine the pattern of
mud cracks.
Key words: "best4fit" line, mean, mud crack
juncture, compreision, tension
,
Time requited: one 45- minute period
I
Materials an "undisturtled," dried-up mud
puddle, protractor, tracing paper or sheet of
clear.plastic
1. Locate a dried-up mud puddle on the school
grounds or,qf this is notdssible, use previously
prepared "ride pan" mud puddles
2. Carefully sketch the mud crack pattern onto
tracing paper or a sheet of clear plastic
3. Using StoU'r protractor, measure air the angles
at the junCture of a mud crack ('There should
be three angles to measure for-each juncture )
See Figure 1a Since mud cracks donot make
perfectlY strai4hlylines, a best fit straight line
should be sketched tlefore measuring the angles
A best fit straight lane 's one that averages out

Measure the angles surrounding 10 mud cra
junctures. Record all angles on the Student
Data Sheet (Worksheet 1) Try to be consistent in
measuring For instance, first measure the angle
on the left and then, going clockwise, measure
the other two angles See Figure 1
4. Determine the mean (average) number of
degrees for each rilUd crack juncture Record this
data at the bottom of dach column of Worksheet 1
-Wr
5. Graph the data froifi columns 1, 2 and 3 of
the Student Data Sheet (Worksheet 1) onto the
Student Graph Sheet (Worksheet 2)
6. Using Worksheet 2, determine the most likely
juncture angle made by mud creaks (Hint First
determine the most common range and then
the mean )
Using representatividata from actual mud
cracks, the most common angles range between
105° and 135- . The mid-point of this range is
120. Students should obtain similar results.

the crooks:in the actual crack See Fige lb
tar

4

Figure 1

Mud crack pattern

4

6 A thud orack'juncture and the three
surrounding angles,

b "Best fit" straight lines are drawn through the
mud cracks A protractor is used to measure
the angles

3

t

7. From Worksheet 1, what is the smallest
juncture angle you recorded?
Although this will vary somewhat, 88' is the
smallest juncture angle in the representative data.

9. Why do you suppose mud crac s form?
As a mud crack dries, tensional st ess builds up
as a result of the change in volu e that occurs
in the mud. Tensional cracks dev lop in response
to this stress.

What is the greatest juncture angle you recorded?
Although this will vary somewhat, 1.64' is the
greatest juncture angle in the representative data.

Two main types Of force are evident on the earth.
One type of force occurs when dings are
squeezed This type of force is c Iled compression.
The other type of force oCcurs her-1ihinRs are
pulled. This type Of _force is called tension

What is the, most commonly occurring juncture
angle you recorded?
.
The range between 105°-135° is the most
commonly occurring range. The mid-point of this
range is 120°.
.

10. What type of force, compression or tension,
do you think is at workduringlthe forming
of mud cracks? Why?
/
Tension. Jhe preference for mud cracks to intersect at approximately 120' indicates-a force
that is pulling the sides of the mud cracks
-1`

8. The branches of a tree are said to make a
t random pattern. Does the pattern made by the
mud cracks appear to be random? Explain
Unlike the random pattern of a tree's/branches,
mud cracks intersect in a preferred manner.
Typically, a mud crack juncture consists of the
intersection of three cracks with a 120° angle of
separation.

*

.

apart.

4
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Student Dpta Sheet
(sam le figures only)
Mud Crack
Juncture
Number

1

Number of Degrees r Ndfmber of Degrees
Between First S
Betweel Second set
of Cracks (Angle 1)
of Cracks (Angle 2)

Number of Degrees
Between Third Set
of Cracks (Angle 3)

1

128°

2

130°.

90°

1A0°

3

126°

1 130°

104°

112°

-

120°

°

4

4

90°

5
6

.

120°

i

,.

94°
164°

----i

143°

I

t

146

95°

122°

118" Ng

4

7

92°

8

115°

9
10

150 °.

.

132°

113°

147°

125°

88°

107°

108°

145°

sum of 10
Mean = angles above

sum of 10
Mean = angles.above

sum of 10
Mean = angles above

,

a.

,

10

Mean =

Answer Sheet 1 (PART A),
4

1198
10

= 119.8°

10

10

Mean

1221
10

122.1°

Mean

r

1181=

10

118,1'-
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PRO CEDURE
PART B What kind of pattern in the earth's
crust is formed over hot silots,
Students study the tensional force of hot spots
and plate mov.ement with a balloon model.
Key words: none
Time required: one 45-minute period
Materials balloon, cpn, "crust mixture," hot
plate, rubber band 1
1. Stretch a portion of the balloon over the top of
the can a shown in Figure.2

Rubber band

111111111111111111111111111111
1 56 1 65
146-'155
36- 45

'

2. Spread a light coat of the "crust mixture" over

the surface of the balloon (mostly near the center,
not clear out to the edge) and allow enough time
for tlie mixture to set up (Your teacher may
have prepared this for you in advance )
/
3. Place the can on a warm hot plate As the
balloon expands, observe what changes take place
in the crust niii.Kture BE CAREFUL NOT TO GE-II
THE1-10T PLATE TOO HOT' JUST WARM. AS !
SOON AS THE BALLOON DOMES UP, THE /
/
CAN SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM THE
HOT PLATE
4. Here make an accurate sketch of the cracks
in the crust mixture after the balloon domed up.
s

-^"

Figure 2 Balloon "crust" model.

(looking down on the-top of the can after doming)
A

,_..,
,.

5. What type of force, compression or tension,
was acting on the center of the balloon .and crust
mixture when the can was heated?
Tension
, .
1
6. Measure the angles i..irrounding the major
iuncture(s) in the sketch above. (Be certain to use
best fit straight lines.) Is there any similarity
between these angles and th(mud crack angles
measured in PART A?
As with the mud cracks, these angles shduld
be about 1206.
7. Does the pattern of cracks (on the can) suggest
the presence of the force indicated in question
.k
5 above? Explain:
The pastern of cracks with a near3420' preference suggests the presence of a tensional force
acting along the surface of the balloon.
8. What pattern of cracks would you expect
.
to find in the earth's crustdver "hot spots"?
Because of the doming upward of the earth's
crust over a hot spot area, a similar 120preference crack (or fracture) pattern would be
expected.

have been found. About 50 of these are in ocean
basins, and 70 are on continents. It is believed
that on moving continental plates, hot spot domes
do not ave a chance to become\well developed.
It is thought that the uplifting dome is smeared
out, making it difficult/to detect On relatively

stable continental plates, upwelling material has/
enough' time to buiTd a broad crustal dome
9. Look at FigOre 3 Which crustal plate has t
greatst number of hot spots?
The African Plate
10. What does this indicatg about the mo ement
of this crustal plate?
The.large number of hot spots indicat s relatively
little or no movement of the African ate.
11. What does the number of hot s ots cr the
South American Plate suggpst abo t the
movement of this plate?
The lack of hot spot areas in South America
indicates that this crustal plate is moving relatively rapidly, having the effect of "smea g out
any hot,spots that might be present u er the
continental crust.
If fhe above ideas are correct, the SNth itlantic
Ocean is widenir*g largely from the move
of the South American crustal plate

1

When a crustal platet"&mes to rest over a hot spot,
the hot material coming up from deep layers
fOrms a dome Almost all hot spots are areas of
broad crustal domes Over 100 of these hot spots

\

...

--N

.r.

1

1

f

.

il

i

Figure 3 Distribution of Hot Spots Over 100 hot spots and areas of crustal doming have developed during
the past 10 million years (modified from Burke and Wilson, 19'.
6
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PROCEDURE
PART C. Are the earths crustal plates under
tension'?

Students relate the mud crack and the crustal
mixture patterns to the characteristic triplejuncture pattern of hot spot domes.
Key word: failed arm
Time required: one 45-minute period
Materials. map, The Aysical World, tracing paper,
pencil, protractor
Some earth scientists have suggested that as.the
hot spot dome continues to develop, two of
the cracks will continue to enlarge while one of
the cracks becomes less active. The inactive crack
is called the failed Prm of the three-armed
pattern See Figure 4
One such hot spot area that has been studied
recently is in east Africa. This area lies between
Ethiopia and the Arabian Peninsula. It is called
the Afar Triangle If you find the lowest spot in
Africa (512 feet below sea level, near Lake
Asset!) on The Physical World map, you will have
found the center of what is believed to be a
three-armed juncture
1. What evidence eXIst far a dev6loping dome
patWh'?' To help
with a three-armed jun
collect the evidence, Ae-stiacing paper to
Make a tracing from The Physical World map of
each of the followingledtures the Red Sea, Gulf
of Aden and the East African Rift Valley (between
the Somali Peninsula and the Ethiopian
Highlands)

Draw a best fit straight line through each of these
features. Using your protractor, measure the
number of degrees between them
a) the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden
approximately 112°
b) the &Olt of Aden and the African Rift Valley
approximately 145°
c) the African Rift Valley and the Red Sea
approximately 103°
There is some distortion in the projection of this
map; but it canbe discounted here and elsewhere
in this activity.
-2. Is there any similarity between these angles
and the mud crack angles measured in PART A,
and the crustal mixture crack angles Measured
in PART B'?

Yes, a th *e -armed pattern with a 120°
preference.
.

3. What type of force is likely to be present
the Afar Triangle area'?

t.?1

Tensional 'force.

4. What geographic feature is considered to be
the failed ark of the juncture Pattern?
The A(rican Rift Valley that runs southwestWard
from Lake Assal and east of the Mitumba .
Mountain Range.
5. Look at the Earth's Crust Map On the. bottom
right of The Physical World map The yellow
dots represent the location of earthquakes Is there
any evidence that earthquakes are associated
with developing hot spot domes'? Explain
Yes. A large number of earthquakes appear to be
concentrated in the three-armed pattern created
by the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden and African
Rift Valley zone.

ti

Figure 4 Development of a three-armed juncture pattern As the dome continues to bulge upward, two
of the cracks continue to enlarge while the third arm, the failed 'arm, becomes inactive
a

7

6. Look again at the Distribution of Hot Spots,
Figure 3. Is there any evidence that the junctures
of some of the earth's crustal platds are under
tension?

Yes. Many of the crustal plates form junctures
,r'that have this characteristic 120° pattern.
What would be the relative movement of the
above plates?
The relative movement is away trom the
juncture.

7. What do you suppose would happen if a row
of hot spots developed on a continent?
If a roil of hot spots developed on a continent,
the continent would develop a split or rift. If the
split continued to enlarge, a new ocean could' be
created. The failed arms of the junctures could
become rift zones or river valleys that would
empty intolhe newly created Ocean,

0

SUMMARY .04ESTIONS ga0202211022224:go-1. What type of force is present in the area of a
crustal hot spot?
A tensional forte.
2: What conditions are necessary to produce a
three-armed juncture pattern in the earth's
crust?
A relatively stable continent and tensional stress
created by i hot spot.

43. How, can, hot spots be used to determine which

continents are moving and which ones are
stationary?
Continent's that have relatively rapid movement
'are not stabilized in one location long enough
for the deep-seated hot spots to develop surface
domes and relathd three -armed fracture patterns.
Consequently, those continents without hot
spots are considered-to have relatively rapid
motion. Continents that do have extensive h,ot
4,pth development can be interpreted to be
relatively stable continents with little or no
motion.

EXTENSION
StUdents should be encouraged to look for then
surface expresbion of three-armed junctures in hot
spot areas. Some of these are well-defined by
rift zones and/or river valleys, while others are at
( brit tenuous from surface expressions portrayed
on the map, The Physical World. Students
,
should use the Distribution of Hot Spots (Figure 3)
to locate the positions and The Physical World
map to illustrate thasurface features of these

ti

hot spots.

Using the' Distribution of Hot Spots (Figure 3)
) tolocate the position of hot spots and The Physical
World map to illustrate the surface lealures
present at these locations, determine what hot
spot areas have well developed three-armed
patterns.

4,

REFERENCE ,
Burke, K.C. and Wilson, J. Tuzo, 1976, Hot spots
on the earth's surface. Scientific American,
v. 235, no. 2 (Feb.), p. 46-57.
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Hot Spats In The Earth's Crust
P

INTRODUCTIONIn previous activities you have examined some

of the-evidence 'fOr the icItiat the earth's great
crustal plates are Toying uch things as the

i

shape of the coastlines, rock tylpe and magnetic
patterns of thst ocean floor indicete. for example,
that South America and Africa are moving
.
outward from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge

1

That the plates are moving is generally accepted
But it is not possible to determine if both continents are Wovin9 (in oRposite directions) or if one
is stationary.and the,ot6er is moving away from
it Are both Africa and South America moving
or is only one moving while the other remains
stationary?
...

III

Scattered around the earth are more than
volcanic areas known to earth scientists a "hot
spots Hot spots, anchored in deep layer's of the
earth, can be used to help determine which
continents are moving and which ones are
stationary Where are these hot spots, how do
they form and how can they be recognized?

OBJECTIVES
Ajter you have completed these activities, you
should be able to
1. Recognize and record patterns that may exist
in familiar earth materials
.
2. Describe the type of force necessary to

*

r

produce these patterns
3. Describe the type of force that would be
_produced in an area located over a hot spot.
4. Identify those crustal plates that are tho'ught
to be moving rapidly and those that are thought
to be relatively stationary
5. Tell what surface features one would expect
to find in a hot spot area.
6. Describe what changes take place as h hot
spot continues to.develop
/

1

i
r

1.1
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PROCEDURE '
PART A What pattern's can you see in cracked

6. Using Worksheet 2, determine the most likely
juncture angle made by mud cracks,.-(Hint. First
determine the,most commoniange aridthen
the mean )

mud?

Materials an "undisturbed," dried-up mud
puddle, protractor, tracing paper or sheet of .
clear plastic
1. Locate a dried -up mud puddle on the school ,
grounds or, if this is not possible, use previously
prepared "pie pan" mud puddles
2. Carefully sketch the-mud crack pattern onto
tracing paper or,a sheet of clear plastic
3. Using your protractor, measure all the angles
at the juncture of a mud crack (here should
be three angles to measure for each juncture )
See Figure la Since mud cracks do not make
perfectly straight lines, a best fit straight line
shot be sketched before measuring the angles
A best fit straight line is one that averages out
the crooks in the actual crack See Figure.lb
Measure the angles surrounding 10 mud crack
junctures. Record all angles on the Student
Data'Sheet (Worksheet 1) Try to be consistent in
nieasuring For instance, first measure the angle
on the left and then, going clockwise, measure
the other two angles See Figure 1
4. Determine the mean (average) number of
degrees for each mud crack juneillurfe Record this
data at the bottom of each column of Woncsheet 1
5. Graph the data from columns 1, 2 and 3 of
the Student Data Sheet (Worksheet 1) onto the
Student Graph Sheet (Wory-sheet 2)

r4

4
7. From Worksheet 1, what is the smallest
juncture angle you recorded?,

What is the greatest juncture angle you recorded?

,

What is the most commonly occurring juncture
angle you recorded?

1

Best fit straight in drawn through mud crack*

Protractor on Angie 3

ZJ
1019

b "Best fit" straight lines are drawn through the
mud cracks A protractor is used to measure

a A mud crack juncture and the three
surrounding angles

the angles.
Figure 1
2

Mud crack pattern.

Student Data Sheet

:l ud Crack,
Juncttfe
Number

'Number of Degrees
Between Second Set
of Cracks (Angle 2)

,umber of Degrees
Between First Set,
of Cracks (Angle 1)

Number of Degrees
Between Third Set
of Cracks (Angle 3)

1

O

3,

y.

-4)

5

7

g

---1

4)

--'4

10

r

,

sum of 10
Mean = angles above
10

sum of 10
Mean = angles above
10

sum of 10
Mean = angles above
10-

This space for calcurations
4

Worksheel (PART A)

'6
3

8."The branches of a tree are said to make a
random pattern Does the pattern made by the
-mud cracks appear to be random? Explain.

Two main types of force are evident on the earth
One type of force occurs when things are
'squeezed This type of force is called compression.
the other type of force occurs when things are
pulled This type of force is called tension.
10. What ty,f6 of force, compression or tension,
do you think is at work durin:g the forming
of mud cracks'? Why"

9. Why do you suppose mud cracks form'?

4.
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PROCEDURE
PART B What kind of pattern in the earth's
crust is formed over hot spots?
Materials balloon, can, "crust mixture," hot
plate, rubber band
1. Stretch a portion of the balloon over the top of
the can as shown in Figure 2
balloon

Rubber band

5. Whatiype of force, compYession or tension,
. was acting on the center'Of thee balloon and crusitwas heated?
mixture,when the

6. Measure the angles t urropnding the major
juncture(s) in the sketch above (Be certain to use
best fit straight lines ) Is there any similarity
between these angles and the mud crack angles
measured in PART A?

7. Does the pattern of cracks (on the can) suggest
the presence of-the force ndicated in question
5 above? Explain-

Igure 2 Balloon "crust" model
2. Spread a light coat of the ':crust mixture" over
the surface of the balloon (mostly near the center;
not c1lear out to the edge) and allow enough time
for the mixture to set up (Your teacher may
have prepared this for you in advance.)
3. Place the can on a warm hot plate. As the
balloon ekpands. observe what changes take place
in the crust mixture BE'CAREFUL NOT TO GET
THE HOT PLATE TOO HOT' JUST WARM. AS
SOON AS THE BALLOON DOMES UP, THE
CAN SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM THE
1
HOT PLATE
4. Here make an accurate sketCh of the cracks
in the crust mixture after the balloon domed up

8. What pattern of cracks would you expect
to find in the earth's -crust over "hot spots"?

When a crustal plate comes to rest over a hot spot,
the hot material coming up from deep layers
forms a dome Almost all hot spots are areas of
broad crustal domes. Over 100 of Orse hot spots
have been faind- About 50 of these are in ocean
basins, and 70 are on continents It is believed
that on moving continental plates, hot spot domes
do not have a chance to become well developed.
It is thought that the uplifting dome is smeared

,(looking down on the tqp of the can after doming)

out, making it difficult to detect On relatively
stable continental plates, upwelling material has
enough time to build a broad crustal dome
5

9. hook at Figure 3 Which crustal plate has the
greatest number of hot spots')

11. What does the number of hot spots on the
South American Plate suggest about the
(movement of this plate')

10. What does this indicate about the movement
of'this crustal plate')

A

If the above ideas are correct, the South Atlantic
Ocean is widening largely from the movement
crustal plate
of the

I-

Antarctic Plate

Figure 3 Distribution of Hot Spots. Over 100 hot spots and areas of crustal doming have developed during
the past 10 million years (modified from Burke and Wilson, 1976).
1 (.1
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PROCEDURE
Are the earfh 's crustal plates under
PART ,
.
'tension

,5

NI

Materials map, The Physical World, tracing paper,
pencil, protractor .
Some earth scientists have suggested that as the
h'ot spot dome'continues to develop, two of
the cracks Will continue to enlarge while one of
the cracks becomes less active The inactive crack
is called the failed arm of the three -armed
pattern See Figure 4
Qne such hot spot area that has been studied
recently is in east Africa This area lies between
Ethiopia and the Arabian Peninsula It is called
the Afar Triangle If you find-the lowest spot in
Africa (512 feet,below sea level, near Lake
Assal) on The Physical World map, you will have
found the center of what is believed to be a
three-armed juncture
1. What evidence exists for a developing dome
with a threearmed juncture pattern? To help
collect the evidence use tracing paper4to
make a tracing from The Physical World map of
each of the following features the Red7Sea, Gulf
of Aden and the East African Rift Valley (between
the Somali Peninsula and the Ethiopian
Highlands)
Draw a best fit straight line through each of these
features Using your protractor, measure the
number of degrees between them
a) the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden

Is there any similarity between these.angles
and the mud crackliCgles measured in PARTA:
and the crustal mixture crack angles measured
in PART B?
2.

3. What type of force is likely to be present in
the Afar Triangle area?

4. What geographic feature is considered to be
the failed arm of the juncture pattern?

5. Look at the Earth s Crust Map on the bottom
right of The Physical World map The yellow
dots represent the location of earthquakes Is there
any evidence that earthquakes are associated
with developing hot spot domes? Explain

b) the Gulf of Aden and the African Rift Valley

11-

c) the African Rift Valley and the Red Sea

r

Figure 4 Development of a three-armed juncture pattern As the dome continues to bulge upward, two
of the cracks continue to enlarge while the third arm, the failed arm, becomes inactive

0
4.0
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6. Look agairLat the Distribution of Hot Spots,
Figure 3 Is there any evklence that the junctures
of some of the earth's crustal plates are under

7. What do you suppose would happen if a row
of hot spots developed on a continent?
a

.:

tension'?

What would be the relative movement of the
above plates?

SUMMARY QUESTIONS.
1. What type of force is present in the area of a
crustal hot spot?

3. How can hot spots be used to determine which
continents are moving and which ones are
stationary?

2. What conditions are necessary to produce a
three-armed juncture pattern in the earth's
crust?

EXTENSION
Using the Distribution of Hot Spots (Figure .3)

**-

REFERENCE

to locate the position of hot spots and The Physical
World map to illustrate the surface features
present at these locations, determine what hot
spot areas have well developed th`ree-armed
1*
patterns

Burke, K C and Wilson, J Tuzo, 1976,'Hot spots
on the earth's surface Scientific American,
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